Abstract-A severe problem for mutual informationmaximizing lookup table (MIM-LUT) decoding of low-density parity-check (LDPC) code is the high memory cost for using large tables, while decomposing large tables to small tables deteriorates decoding error performance. In this paper, we propose a systematic method, called mutual informationmaximizing quantized belief propagation (MIM-QBP) decoding, to remove the lookup tables used for MIM-LUT decoding. Our method leads to a very practical decoder, namely the MIM-QBP decoder, which can be implemented based only on simple mappings and additions. Simulation results show that the proposed MIM-QBP decoder can outperform the state-of-the-art MIM-LUT decoder. Moreover, the MIM-QBP decoder with only 3 bits per message can outperform the floating-point belief propagation (BP) decoder at high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) regions with a maximum of 10 iterations.
I. INTRODUCTION
Low-density parity-check (LDPC) codes have been widely applied to communication and data storage systems due to their capacity approaching performance [1] , [2] . Many of these systems, such as the NAND flash memory, have strict requirements on the memory consumption and implementation complexity of LDPC decoding [3] - [6] . For the sake of simple hardware implementation, many efforts have been devoted to efficiently represent messages for LDPC decoding [6] - [14] . Among them, Chen et. al [13] approximated the belief propagation (BP) algorithm by representing log-likelihood ratios (LLRs) with a low resolution, generally 5 to 7 bits. The works in [6] - [12] focused on finite alphabet iterative decoding (FAID), which makes use of messages represented by symbols from finite alphabets instead of messages represented by LLRs. FAID algorithms with messages represented by 3 to 4 bits can approach the performance of the floating-point BP algorithm within 0.2 dB [6] - [12] .
Non-uniform quantized BP (QBP) algorithms were investigated in [10] - [12] , where a decoder was implemented based on simple mappings and additions (including subtractions). However, since significant amount of manual optimization is needed for the decoder design [10] - [12] , we can hardly generalize the design to a different scenario. Recently, mutual information-maximizing lookup table (MIM-LUT) decoding was considered in [6] - [9] . An MIM-LUT decoder can reduce the hardware complexity and increase the decoding throughput. However, a serious problem on the memory requirement may arise when the sizes of the lookup tables (LUTs) are large. To avoid this problem, these tables were decomposed into small tables at the cost of degraded error performance of the decoder [6] - [9] . In this paper, we propose a method, called mutual information-maximizing quantized belief propagation (MIM-QBP) decoding, to remove the tables used for MIM-LUT decoding [6] - [9] so as to greatly save memory costs. Our method leads to a very practical decoder, namely, the MIM-QBP decoder, which can be implemented based only on simple mappings and additions (including subtractions). From this point of view, our decoder works similarly to those presented by [10] - [12] , but instead of using manual optimization, we show how to systematically design the MIM-QBP decoder. Simulation results with the (6, 32) LDPC code [15] of length 2048 and rate 0.84 show that the MIM-QBP decoder can outperform the state-of-the-art MIM-LUT decoder [6] - [9] . Moreover, the MIM-QBP decoder with only 3 bits per message can outperform the floating-point belief propagation (BP) decoder at high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) regions with a maximum of 10 iterations.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II first introduces the optimal quantization method for binaryinput discrete memoryless channel (DMC), and then gives a review of the MIM-LUT decoding. Section III proposes the MIM-QBP decoding for regular LDPC codes. Section IV presents the simulation results. Finally, Section V concludes this paper.
II. PRELIMINARIES

A. Mutual Information-Maximizing Quantization of BinaryInput DMC
Due to the strong linkage between the mutual informationmaximizing (MIM) based channel quantization and the MIM based LDPC decoding message quantization, we first review the quantization of a binary-input DMC. As shown by Fig. 1 , the channel input X takes values from X = {0, 1} with probability P X (0) and P X (1), respectively. The channel output Y takes values from Y = {y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y N } with channel transition probability given by P Y |X (y j |x) = P r(Y = y j |X = x), where x = 0, 1 and j = 1, 2, . . . , N . The channel output Y is quantized to Z which takes values from Z = {1, 2, . . . , M }. A well-known criterion for channel quantization [16] , [17] is to design a quantizer Q * : Y → Z to maximize the mutual information (MI) between X and Z, i.e.
A deterministic quantizer (DQ) Q : Y → Z means that for each y ∈ Y, there exists a unique z ∈ Z such that P Z|Y (z|y) = 1 and
We name Q a sequential deterministic quantizer (SDQ) [17] if it can be equivalently described by an integer set
We thus also name Λ an SDQ. According to [16] , Q * in (1) must be deterministic; meanwhile, Q * is an optimal SDQ when elements in Y are relabelled to satisfy
A method based on dynamic programming (DP) [18, Section 15.3] was proposed in [16] to find Q * with complexity
Moreover, a general framework has been developed in [17] for applying DP to find an optimal SDQ Λ * to maximize I(X; Z) for cases that the labeling of the elements in Y is fixed and Λ * is an SDQ.
B. MIM-LUT Decoder Design for Regular LDPC Codes
Consider a binary-input DMC. Denote the channel input by X which takes values from X = {0, 1} with equal probability, i.e., P X (0) = P X (1) = 1/2. Denote L as the DMC output which takes values from L = {0, 1, . . . , |L| − 1} with channel transition probability P L|X . By using the quantization method introduced in Section II-A, we can set |L| based on our needs for different decoding iterations.
Consider the design of a quantized message passing (MP) decoder for a regular (d v , d c ) LDPC code. Denote R = {0, 1, . . . , |R|−1} and S = {0, 1, . . . , |S|−1} as the alphabets of messages passed from the variable node (VN) to the check node (CN) and CN to VN, respectively. Note that L, R, S and their related functions may or may not vary with iterations. We use these notations without specifying the associated iterations, since after specifying the decoder design for one iteration, the design is clear for all the other iterations.
For the message R ∈ R (resp. S ∈ S) passed from VN to CN (resp. CN to VN), we use P R|X (resp. P S|X ) to denote the probability mass function (pmf) of R (resp. S) conditioned on the channel input bit X. If the code graph is cycle-free, R (resp. S) conditioned on X is independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) with respect to different edges for a given iteration. The design of the MIM-LUT decoder [6] - [9] is carried out by using density evolution [10] , [19] (by tracing P R|X and P S|X ) with the assumption of a cycle-free code graph. However, the MIM-LUT decoder can work well on code graphs containing cycles.
For each iteration, we first design the update function (UF)
for the CN update. The joint distribution P R|X of the incoming message R ∈ R dc−1 conditioned on the channel input bit X at a CN is given by [6] 
where
dc−1 consists of channel input bits corresponding to the VNs associated with incoming edges, and
The MIM-LUT decoding methods design Q c to maximize I(X; S). Given P R|X , the design of Q c is equivalent to the design of Q * in (1) by setting Y = R dc−1 and Z = S. We can solve this design problem by using the DP method proposed in [16] , after listing r in descending order based on P R|X (r|0)/P R|X (r|1) (see (2) ). After designing Q c , a LUT is typically used for storing Q c , and the output message S is passed to the CN's neighbour VNs, with P S|X given by
We then proceed to design the UF
for the VN update. The joint distribution P L,S|X of the incoming message (L, S) ∈ L × S dv−1 conditioned on the channel input bit X at a VN is given by [6] 
is the dimension of s, and x ∈ X is a realization of X.
The MIM-LUT decoding methods also design Q v to maximize I(X; R). Given P L,S|X , the design of Q v is equivalent to the design of Q * in (1) by setting Y = L×S dv−1 and Z = R. We can solve this design problem by using the DP method proposed in [16] , after listing (l, s) in descending order based on P L,S|X (l, s|0)/P L,S|X (l, s|1) (see (2) ). After designing Q v , a LUT is typically used for storing Q v , and the output message R is passed to the VN's neighbour CNs, with P R|X given by
For each iteration, we can design the estimation function
to estimate the channel input bit corresponding to each VN. The design of Q e can be carried out similarly to that of Q v . The main differences involved in the design lie in the aspect that i) the incoming message alphabet L×S dv−1 is changed to L × S dv ; and ii) the outgoing message alphabet R is changed to X . We thus ignore the details.
After designing Q c , Q v , and Q e for all iterations, the design of the MIM-LUT decoder is completed. When implementing the MIM-LUT decoding, Q c , Q v , and Q e are implemented by using LUTs. The sizes of tables for implementing Q c , Q v , and Q e are |R| dc−1 , |L| · |S| dv−1 , and |L| · |S| dv , respectively. Thus, a huge memory requirement may arise when the sizes of the tables are large in practice. To solve this problem, the current MIM-LUT decoding methods [6] - [9] decompose Q c , Q v , and Q e into a series of subfunctions, each working on two incoming messages. After this decomposition, the sizes of tables for implementing Q c , Q v , and Q e are reduced to
respectively. This decomposition technique can significantly reduce the cost for storage. However, it will degrade the performance of Q c , Q v , and Q e in terms of MI maximization [20] .
III. MIM-QBP DECODING OF REGULAR LDPC CODES
To overcome the drawback of the MIM-LUT decoding methods [6] - [9] due to the use of LUTs, in this work, we propose a systematic method, called MIM-QBP decoding, which is implemented based only on simple mappings and additions. Instead of using the decomposition technique, our method can handle all incoming messages at a given node (CN or VN) at the same time without causing any storage problem. The proposed MIM-QBP decoding algorithm is presented in the next two subsections, for the updates at CN and VN, respectively.
A. CN Update for MIM-QBP Decoding
The framework of CN update for MIM-QBP decoding is shown by Fig. 2 . We implement the CN update with three steps: First, we use a reconstruction function (RF) ϕ c to map each incoming message symbol to a specific number; second, we use a function Φ c to combine all these numbers corresponding to the incoming messages together as defined by (12) ; third, we use an SDQ Γ c to map the obtained combined number to the outgoing message symbol. In this way, the CN UF Q c is fully determined by ϕ c , Φ c , and Γ c . In the rest of this subsection, we show the principles for designing ϕ c , Φ c , and Γ c so as to result in a Q c that can maximize I(X; S). 
For r ∈ R, let
In this way, we associate ϕ c (r) to the channel input bit X in the following way: we predict X to be 0 if sgn(ϕ c (r)) > 0 and to be 1 if sgn(ϕ c (r)) < 0, while |ϕ c (r)| indicates the unreliability of the prediction result. Second, we represent each incoming message realization r ∈ R dc−1 by
We predict X to be 0 if
|ϕ c (r i )| indicates the unreliability of the prediction result. Denote
Elements in A are labelled to satisfy
where ≻ is a binary relation on R defined by
for α, β ∈ R. Assuming Φ c (r) = a i , from (14) we know that we are more likely to predict X to be 0 for smaller i and to be 1 for larger i. Thus, the listing order of (14) has a similar flavor to the listing order of (2). Let A be a random variable taking values from A. We have
where 1 ≤ i ≤ |A| and P R|X (r|x) is given by (4). Third, based on A and P A|X , we can apply the general DP method proposed in [17] to find an SDQ Λ c = {λ 0 = 0, λ 1 , . . . , λ |S|−1 , λ |S| = |A|} : A → S (16) to maximize I(X; S) (in the sense that the labelling of elements in A is fixed and given by (14) and Λ c is an SDQ). We also use Λ c to generate the threshold set (TS) Γ c given by
Note that Γ c is equivalent to Λ c in quantizing A to S. Finally, the UF Q c : R dc−1 → S is fully determined by ϕ c , Φ c , and Γ c in the following way given by
where ≽ is a binary relation on R defined by
In addition, instead of using (5), we can compute P S|X for the outgoing message S in a simpler way based on Λ c given by
Note that Q c is essentially determined by ϕ c , since Φ c and Γ c can be computed accordingly after ϕ c is given. Let g(r) = P X|R (0|r) − P X|R (1|r) for r ∈ R and g(r) = P X|R (0|r) − P X|R (1|r) for r ∈ R dc−1 . For r ∈ R, let
where ϵ satisfies
We use ϵ to ensure the condition of (11) Theorem 1 indicates that ϕ * c is an optimal choice for ϕ c in terms of maximizing I(X; S). We can design ϕ c by scaling ϕ * c to an integer range of interest for practice implementation. More details can be found in [20] .
After completing the design of Q c given by (18) 
B. VN Update for MIM-QBP Decoding
The framework of VN update for MIM-QBP decoding is shown by Fig. 3 . We implement the VN update with three steps: First, we use two RFs ϕ v and ϕ ch to map each incoming message symbol from CN and channel, respectively, to a specific number; second, we use a function Φ v to combine all these numbers corresponding to the incoming messages, given by (25); third, we use an SDQ Γ v to map the obtained combined number to the outgoing message symbol. In this way, the VN UF Q v is fully determined by ϕ v , ϕ ch , Φ v , and Γ v . In the rest of this subsection, we show the principles for designing ϕ v , ϕ ch , Φ v , and Γ v so as to result in a Q v that can maximize I(X; R).
First, we use an RF
to map each incoming message (from CN) realization s ∈ S to ϕ v (s) ∈ D, and use another RF
to map the incoming message
In this way, we associate ϕ v (s) and ϕ ch (l) to the channel input bit X in the following way: X is more likely to be 0 (resp. 1) for larger (resp. smaller) ϕ v (s) and ϕ ch (l). Second, we represent each incoming message realization
The channel input bit X is more likely to be 0 (resp. 1) for larger (resp. smaller) Φ v (l, s). Denote
Elements in B are labelled to satisfy
Assuming Φ v (l, s) = b i , from (27) we know that X is more likely be 0 (resp. 1) for larger (resp. smaller) i. Thus, the listing order of (27) has a similar flavor to the listing order of (2). Let B be a random variable taking values from B. We have
where 1 ≤ i ≤ |B| and P L,S|X (l, s|x) is given by (7) . Third, based on B and P B|X , we can apply the general DP method proposed in [17] to find an SDQ
to maximize I(X; R) (in the sense that the labelling of elements in B is fixed and given by (27) and Λ v is an SDQ). We also use Λ v to generate the TS given by
Note that Γ v is equivalent to Λ v in quantizing B to R. Finally, the UF Q v : L × S dv−1 → R is fully determined by ϕ v , ϕ ch , Φ v , and Γ v in the following way given by
(31) In addition, instead of using (8), we can compute P R|X for the outgoing message R in a simpler way based on Λ v given by
Note that Q v is essentially determined by ϕ v and ϕ ch , since Φ v and Γ v can be computed accordingly after ϕ v and ϕ ch are given. For s ∈ S and l ∈ L, let { ϕ * v (s) = log(P S|X (s|0)/P S|X (s|1)), ϕ * ch (l) = log(P L|X (l|0)/P L|X (l|1)).
(33)
We can easily verify the condition of (24) [20] .
After completing the design of Q v given by (31), the storage complexity for storing 
C. Remarks
For each decoding iteration, the design of Q e : L × S dv → X for the MIM-QBP decoding is quite similar to the design of Q v introduced in Section III-B. In particular, the same RFs ϕ v and ϕ ch can be used for the design of Q e and Q v for a given decoding iteration. We thus ignore the details.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
Monte-Carlo simulations are carried out to evaluate the error rate performance of the proposed MIM-QBP decoder, assuming binary phase-shift keying (BPSK) transmission over the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel. As an example, we consider the regular (6, 32) LDPC code [15] of length 2048 and rate 0.84. We design the MIM-QBP decoder by fixing |L| = |R| = |S| = 8/16 (3-/4-bit decoder) for all iterations. The bit error rate (BER) and frame error rate (FER) performance of different decoders is illustrated by Fig. 4 . At least 100 frame errors are collected for each simulated SNR.
In the simulations, the 3-bit and 4-bit MIM-QBP decoders are designed based on the principles described in Section III. We illustrate the details of the designed 3-bit MIM-QBP decoder as follows. the channel output Y ∈ R is quantized to the channel output message symbol L in the following way
Due to space limitation, we refer the readers to [20] to see the details of ϕ c , ϕ v , ϕ ch , Γ c , Γ v , and Γ e . From Fig. 4 , we observe that the proposed 4-bit MIM-QBP decoder achieves better error rate performance than the state-of-the-art 4-bit MIM-LUT decoder (e.g. the max-LUT decoder) [6] - [9] . Moreover, the MIM-QBP decoder with just 3 bits per message can outperform the floating-point BP decoder at high SNR regions with a maximum of 10 iterations. We remark that more extensive simulation results are presented in the extended version [20] of the paper, which justify the effectiveness of the proposed MIM-QBP decoding.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed the MIM-QBP decoding to remove the tables used for MIM-LUT decoding of LDPC codes [6] - [9] . Our method results in the MIM-QBP decoder, which can be implemented based only on simple mappings and additions. Simulation results show that the MIM-QBP decoder can outperform the state-of-the-art MIM-LUT decoder [6] - [9] , and the MIM-QBP decoder with only 3 bits per message can outperform the floating-point BP decoder at high SNR regions with a maximum of 10 iterations. Therefore, the proposed MIM-QBP decoding shows high potential for practical implementation in systems that have stringent requirements on memory consumption and complexity and latency of LDPC decoders.
